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As one of the top design trends of the year, 

outdoor projects emphasize the element of 

comfort, style, and safety, as more individuals 

look to entertain, exercise, and relax in the open 

air. These skillfully designed open-air retreats 

provide an extension of interior living and 

working spaces, as we see a blurring of the lines 

between interior and exterior environments.

Expanse™  |  Arabesco White



NATURAL 
STONE & PAVERS

Xtra™  |  Trav Beige • Zen™ | Ease

Patios with stone pavers, stacked stone 

retaining walls, porcelain, pool-rated 

tile, whether for fresh water or salt, are  

functional and beautiful additions to a 

backyard and home.



Extra in every way, Extero™ natural stone pavers are perfect for 
outdoor spaces that seek the ideal finishing touch. Available as stand-
alone tiles or as a Versailles pattern set.

EXTERO™

Extero™  |  Presidio

Extero™  |  Silver

Not Pictured: Milky White

Presidio (Limestone)

Silver (Travertine)

Weather you are looking for the 
subtle beauty of limestone, the 
earthy look of travertine or the 
elegant look of marble, Extero has 
you covered.



Slate Stacked Ledger™  |  Cream Gold

SLATE STACKED STONE™

Products that have natural, tactile qualities 
that resemble stacked stone, natural wood, 
concrete, and brick add visual interest and 
dimension while providing a perfect backdrop 
to the overall space.

Slate Stacked StoneTM with its natural variation in color and striking 
layered texture, Slate creates a unique showpiece in any environment.

Black QuartiziteWhite Quartzite

Black Quartzite Cream Gold Quartzite | FlamedWhite Quartzite



STRUCTURE™

With a natural variation and an impressive mix of stones, Structure™ offers multiple 
colors in stacked legers. The blend of texture is sure to make a lasting impression. SOPHISTICATED 

SOLUTIONS FOR 
DISTINCTIVE 
DESIGN 

Structure™  |  Sand

Structure™  |  Gray

Sand Stacked LedgerCream Stacked Ledger

Beige Stacked LedgerBlue Stacked Ledger

Charcoal Stacked LedgerGray Stacked Ledger



Travertine stone features neutral colors in multiple
sizes and mosaics. This series is notable for its versatility.

TRAVERTINE
Tile and stone are 

materials often used 
outdoors for their natural 
appeal and durability to 

withstand the forces of nature.

Travertine™  |  Ancient Tumbled Silver

Silver Vein CutSilver Vein Cut

Ivory Classic Walnut

Umbria Savera Pendio Beige

Silver Valencia Ivory Classic

Umbria Bruno

Scabos

Silver Mosaics

Travertine™  |  Veincut Silver



Xtra™ replicates the look of concrete and stone in multiple 
colors. This unique collection is suitable for indoor and 
outdoor spaces.

XTRA™

Xtra™  |  Caminar White

Trav Silver Trav Beige Cemento Gray Ashmont Gray Caminar White



EXPANSE™

ELEGANT 
LARGE FORMAT 

& SEAMLESS

The flexibility of Expanse™ gives an elegant look to surfaces for commercial 
and residential interior and exterior installations. This beautiful and unique 

large format tile offers a seamless look to floors and walls.

Expanse™  |  Arabesco White Expanse™  |  Lassa White

Lazio White | 63”x126” Arabesco White | 47”x110” Onix White | 63”x126” Venato | 63”x126” Lassa White | 47”x110” Massa Gold | 63”x126”

Network White | 63”x126”Hangar Ash | 63”x126” Network Silver | 63”x126” Network Gray | 63”x126”Hangar Smoke | 63”x126” Network Taupe | 63”x126”



Waterlace™  |  Mana

Our new pool collections 
feature the beauty of blues.
Often associated with nature 
and sustainability; green reflects 
growth as well as an overall sense 
of newness, while blue’s innate 
connection to the ocean and 
the sky embodies stability and a 
clearer vision of the future.

ELEVATE
 with

EMSER

POOL



AFLOAT™

Transform your pool into a personal oasis. With hues as vibrant as coveted sea glass 
finds, Afloat™ porcelain tile is especially meant for those who embrace pool living. 
Make a jewel-toned splash with this unique design.

Organic, long-lasting, weather-resistant 
materials such as tile and stone encourage 
ease and relaxation.

WhiteJadeCobaltIndigoRoyalNavyTurquoiseSeaMistTealAqua



Making the most of time spent outdoors is a 
national pastime, and Galore™ glass mosaic 
tile for pools gives us one more reason to 
embrace our backyards. With durability meant 
to stand the test of time – Galore offers a stylish 
assortment of colors available in easy-to-install 
mosaics. High performance jewels for the pool!

GALORE™

Galore™  |  Ocean

WhiteMarine

Ocean

PearlCobalt

SilverBlack



The many benefits of tile extend to the outdoors with Immerse™ Porcelain tile as a prime 
example. Designed for walls, in addition to being pool-rated, let your imagination take over 
with a one-of-a-kind design featuring three splashy colors: Cobalt, Aqua and Teal.

IMMERSE™

Immerse™  |  Cobalt

Immerse – Skillfully designed open 
air retreats provide an extension of 
interior living and working spaces, and 
outdoor tile can help blur the lines 
between interior and exterior 
environments.

Teal AquaCobalt



Delve below the surface with an homage to the beauty and complexity 
of water colors. Waterlace™ glass mosaic tile turns designs into geometric works 
of art. Uniquely yours and suitably indoor and out, for pools, and signature walls.

Glass mosaic tile turn design 
into geometric works of art.

WATERLACE™

Waterlace™  |  Ono

ManaOnoSuva



Porcelain tile is a study in the power of contrasts – smooth and 
concave, rough and matte, light and shadow. Simple in concept 
with an appreciation for modern design, Modan calls to the senses, 
while enhancing any space where this unique tile lives. Four rich 
colors open the door to possibility.

Modan™  |  White

TRANSFORM YOUR 
OUTDOOR SPACE INTO A
LUXURIOUS RETREAT

OUTDOOR SPACES



Echo™  |  Calacata

ECHO™

Durable tile in richly grained wood or stone looks 
warm up any exterior – whatever the season.

Echo™ portrays a dynamic union of shape, pattern, and 
sustainability. Hexagon and herringbone mosaic tiles are crafted 

entirely of recycled white and gray glass. Finished with high 
definition inkjets of wood grain and Calacata marble patterns.

Echo™  |  Gray

Gray 2” Hex White 3”Hex White HerringboneWhite 2” Hex Calcata 3”Hex Gray Herringbone



H2O™ Inspired by the rich colors found in deep 
water, H2O™ is a fresh take on subway 

tiles in a clean, modern mosaic.

H2O™  |  Navy

H2O™  |  Navy

      CASUALLY
CLASSIC STYLE

H2O™  |  Sterling

White Ivory

Navy

Silver

Sterling

Fawn

Dove



KAZE™

A DIFFERENCE 
YOU CAN SEE 
AND FEEL.

Kaze™, a word derived by air, wind, manner and style. Available in 
six neutral colorways, these mosaics evoke memories of spring and 
summer. Kaze is the perfect choice to add a serene, naturalness, and 
earthy feel to your space.

Kaze™  |  Green

White

Silver

Taupe

Blue

Green

Black



KINETIC™

A STYLIZED 
TWIST ON THE 
CLASSICS.

Add dimension to a room with 3D tiles & instantly get a unique and 
classic look in any setting with Kinetic™. Kinetic™ ceramic mosaics 

create smooth, lowmaintenance surfaces and come in 5 different colors.

Kinetic™  |  Mink

Blue

MinkSkim

GrayWhite



LUCENTE™

Transform your patios, terraces, 
and outdoor living areas into 
calming retreats from daily life.

Lucente™  |  Ambrato

Lustrous color shines through in this exclusive glass and stone mosaic line. Lucente™ 
can be used on its own or combined with wall tile to make a lasting impression.

Andrea Certosa Servolo Concordia Blanc



MIZU™

Mizu™  |  Green

Sophisticated and saturated in rich nature-influenced hues, 

Mizu™ ceramic tile adds equal measures of style and flair 

in interior design. The celebration of circles is evident in 

five smart colors that will dress up walls in any room. The 

graphic pattern is truly an eyecatcher.

QUIETLY 
UNDERSTATED 

& ELEGANT

White Green

Silver

Blue

Taupe



MODAN™

Modan™  |  White

Modan™ porcelain tile is a study in the power of contrasts – smooth and concave, rough 
and matte, light and shadow. Simple in concept with an appreciation for modern design, 
Modan calls to the senses, while enhancing any space where this unique tile lives. Four 
rich colors open the door to possibility.

White RustSilver Black



NAGARA™

Nagara™  |  Navy

PERFECTLY IMPERFECT
HANDMADE

LOOKS

Nagara™ ceramic mosaic tile celebrates the 

ebb and flow between solids and textures. 

The glossy brick design is a mix of linear 

texture and subtle shade variations. Available 

in four timeless colorways, Nagara is a perfect 

complement for any design aesthetic.

White

Gray

Silver

Navy



UNLEASH 
YOUR INNER 

CREATIVE

Omni™  |  White

Sophisticated, timeless, and always right on trend, Omni™ porcelain mosaic is 
ideal for modern design. The hexagonal shape, and the color palette itself, inspires. 
Whether you mixand-match or choose one – the possibilities are endless.

OMNI™

Omni™  |  Blue

White

Ivory

Navy



SPLASH™

Geometry and whimsy meet to make a splash with one of Emser’s latest 

collections of decorative glass tiles. Invite modern backsplashes and 

bold surface designs to today’s kitchens, baths, accent walls, and pools. 

Made of molten glass, the swirl design of each piece is unique making 

this a one-of-a-kind tile. A dazzling iridescent finish available in five 

colorways: White, Silver, Tan, Moss, and Blue.

Simple shapes and summery 
shades provide an upbeat feel 
that inspires joy.

Tan

Hex

All Colors Available in 4 Patterns

Arabesque Off Set Picket

Blue

Silver

White

Moss

Image for illustrative purposes only. Product not available in a mix as shown.



BACKYARD
BASICS

Source™  | Light Blend 3” Hex Impact™  | White 2x2

Influence™  | Fawn 1” Hex



IMPACT™

Impact™  |  White

The clean and bright look of Impact™ makes a statement in 
any room. Timeless patterns such as Hex and Herringbone 
complement both modern and traditional design aesthetics. 
This matte tile offers a more subdued look.

SIMPLICITY MEETS
FUNCTIONALITY

White Hex

White Herringbone

Gray Herringbone

All Patterns Available in Hex, Herringbone, 2x2, Stacked and Fan.

White 2x2

White 1”x3” Stacked

Gray 2x2

Gray 1”x3” Stacked



INFLUENCE™

Since nature plays such an important role in 
wellbeing, outdoor areas continue to gain 
more significance in the overall design of 
a space with the addition of pools, patios, 
outdoor kitchens, and fireplaces. 

The clean, striking look of Influence™ offers a retro vibe in a traditional mosaic. A variety of classic shapes 
from penny tile to arabesque inspire striking designs. The glossy finish provides enhanced visual interest.

Influence™  |  Gray Cube

Fawn Arabesque

White Penny

White & Black 1” Hex

All Patterns Available in 1” Hex, 2” Hex, Arabesque, Cube, Penny.

White & Black only Available in 1” Hex.



Source™  |  Taupe Salt & Pepper

Source™  |  Gray 3” Hex

The clean, natural design aesthetic of Source™ is amplified 
through its neutral color palette. The contemporary shapes and 

smooth, matte finish make Source the tile of choice.

SOURCE™

SEAMLESS
INDOOR/OUTDOOR 

TRANSITIONS

Source™  |  Dark Blend

Dark Blend Gray Light BlendTaupeFawnPure White Black
All Patterns Available in 1” Hex, 3” Hex and 2x2.



NATURAL PEBBLES

Rivera™ | 4 Color

Cultura™  |  White



Cultura™  |  Spring, Ivory, Autumn Blend, Black

CULTURA™

As homeowners look to create their own 
outdoor oasis with a minimalist aesthetic, 
tile and stone in warm, neutrals and earthy 
pigments gain popularity for both floor and 
wall surfaces. 

Cultura™ is comprised of first-rate natural stone that is fabricated into 
an intriguing pebble configuration. An array of solid colors and blends 

are available in a subtly honed finish on an interlocking mesh.

Winter

Autumn

Beige

Cream

Silver

Spring

Taupe

Gray

Summer

Ivory

White

Black



Rivera Pebbles™ recalls the burnished stones that grace the 
famous beaches along the French Riviera. Available on interlocking 
mesh, Rivera Pebbles™ brings a relaxed harmony to interior spaces.

RIVERA PEBBLES™

ORGANIC ELEMENTS
ADD TEXTURAL APPEAL 

Rivera Pebbles™  |  Natural Rivera Pebbles™  |  4 Color Blend

Gold BlackNatural Cream 4 Color



Inspired by the beauty of Venice, Venetian Pebbles™ creates a historic yet 

beautiful statement. Available on interlocking mesh, Venetian Pebbles™ 

brings a traditional, historic look to interior spaces.

VENETIAN™

PEBBLES

Outdoor shower enclosures 
are also gaining popularity in 
warmer climates as individuals 
look to mimic amenities that they 
may have once experienced at 
luxury resorts in their past travels.

Venetian Pebble™  |  SilverTan

PastelSilver

Italia

4 Color

Ivory

Multicolor

Gelato

Medici Blend



Outdoor amenities and entertainment areas continue 

to gain popularity for many activities with an increased 

focus on sitting areas, fireplaces, kitchens, pools, 

and fountains. Tile used on outdoor floors, walls and 

fireplaces can bring an added layer of warmth and 

sophistication to the surroundings while helping to 

connect the outdoor design theme to the interior space. 



8431 Santa Monica Blvd, Los Angeles, CA 90069

323. 650. 2000

www.emser.com


